
Oakland University
Journalism 4950 Internship Hours Form

Directions: The student fills out the dates, hours, and duties performed. The on-site supervisor, with the permission of the company and
following all policies required by the company, will review and sign this form to verify the hours worked under the direction of a
supervisor. The student must complete a minimum of 150 hours over roughly 14 weeks. The student must turn in a copy of this form
in the portfolio to receive credit for the internship.  Any fraudulent misrepresentation of hours will result in an F grade for the course.

Week Ending Hours
Worked

Duties Performed / Journal / Diary Supervisor Signature

1/15/2022 10 I met with my supervisor on Monday for the
first time - went over what my overall duties
throughout the semester would be
Took control and stayed active on RP's
Instagram page - interacted with followers,
comments, stories and posts. I also
organized “leads” list of who Real Producers
has reached out to, as far as partners, and
who they have yet to message. I was told
this will be an excel sheet that I’ll continue
to work on throughout the semester.

Terra Csotty

1/21/2022 10 This week I focused on properly getting my
tasks - that I was taught last week - done. I
also started reaching out to potential partners
who might want to collaborate with RP. I did
this by reaching out to them on their social
media pages. I was able to successfully
schedule 2 appointments with companies
that are interested in working with RP.
Although this isn’t a paid internship, I was
told that I’d receive $15 for every
appointment I made.

Terra Csotty

1/28/2022 10 This week I was taught how to use Canva.
As someone who had no previous
experience, it was pretty simple to navigate.
I sketched up 6 different templates that RP
could use to promote their upcoming events
in March and April. I also kept up with my
daily tasks of navigating their instagram
page and made another 8 successful
appointments for possible future partners.

Terra Csotty

2/4/2022 10 This week my focus wasn’t just on
Instagram, but Facebook as well. My
designated assignment for this week was to
go through three different excel sheets - one
for Oakland County, Wayne County and
Grand Rapids - which then listed off
businesses/companies that RP’s has
partnered with. I had to make sure we were
following/liking their pages in order to stay
connected with those individuals. Apart
from that, I also did my usual check up on

Terra Csotty



their Instagram account, replying to
comments, messages and staying active on
their platform. I also booked another 3
appointments.

2/11/2022 10 This week, apart from my usual tasks of
checking for messages, comments and
staying active on the RP’s instagram
account, I was taught and was in charge of
organizing Real Producer’s “Top 300” list. I
did this by using Excel, going back and forth
between two different spreadsheets making
sure that “partners” were listed correctly.
This took a while because it was tedious
work, but nothing difficult.

Terra Csotty

2/18/2022 15 For this week, I was handed over the
responsibility of making an engagement with
companies we’re already partnered with.
After receiving an Excel sheet full of
different companies, I got to work. Apart
from liking their posts, I was shown how to
properly comment on a post in order to show
appreciation / gain some feedback. Making
sure not to sound too basic, but also keeping
it simple. I’d say I executed this task well
because a lot of companies gave us their
reassurance. I also booked another 2
appointments.

Terra Csotty

2/25/2022 10 Because the list of companies I had to
interact with from last week was very
extensive, the activity carried into this week
as well, except this week I was greeted with
lots of responses from the companies I had
already engaged with. I noticed that some
companies don’t take advantage of their
social media pages. It’s important to know
that social media is one of the top ways that
people will be able to know who you are as a
company. Many organizations need to start
realizing this.

Terra Csotty

3/4/2022 10 Next week Real Producers has their first
“social” event being held for the top 500
producers in Oakland County, so this week I
was taught how to make promotional videos
using Lumen5 and was able to create my
own promotional video. I also did my usual
weekly tasks of staying up to date with their
social media pages. I only booked one
appointment this week because I haven’t
received many responses.

Terra Csotty



Week Ending Hours
Worked

Duties Performed Supervisor Signature

3/11/2022 15 Yesterday I attended the “St. Patty’s Social”
event that took place in Birmingham. While
there, I was in charge of documenting the
evening by taking pictures, videos and
uploading constantly throughout the night on
both our Instagram and Oakland County
page. I also met Terra, in person, for the first
time, along with other team members. It was
a pretty successful night for them. A lot of
realtors and partners showed up.I made sure
to capture lots of people engaging with each
other, videos of the crowd and pictures
featuring what RP’s was offering - such as
the food, the sponsors and the raffle prizes.

Terra Csotty

3/18/2022 10 As a wrap up of last week's event, I was put
in charge of creating a video showing a
recap of how the night went using the
pictures and videos I captured. After using
Lumen5 and getting the video approved by
my supervisor, we uploaded the content onto
both of the Real Producers Oakland County
pages on Instagram and Facebook. I also
worked on messaging more potential leads
who’d want to partner in the future. Because
the list of potential partners was updated, I
was able to book another 3 appointments this
week.

Terra Csotty

3/25/2022 10 This week I was handed the photographs that
were taken by the three different
photographers that were at our St. Patty’s
day social event. I then turned their
individual photos into different slides to post
on our social media platforms - Instagram
and Facebook. I also booked another
appointment.

Terra Csotty

4/1/2022 10 As my weeks at this internship come winding
down, I have, in a way, been given less tasks to
work on, but that hasn’t stopped me from
keeping occupied. This month, Real Producers
will be having another social event, but this
time located in Grand Rapids. I went ahead and
created three templates advertising the event to
the top 500 producers of Grand Rapids, just
like I did for the St. Patty’s social. I ended up
messaging the last group of partners that I had
yet to reach out to and was able to book
another 2 appointments.

Terra Csotty



4/8/2022 10 This week I was handed the task of organizing
and updating our “Tuesday Partner of the Day”
Excel spreadsheet. I had already previously
worked with this spreadsheet, but it takes a
while to go through it because there are three
separate pages - one for Oakland, Wayne and
Grand Rapids. I verified our partners based off
of a list my supervisor handed to me.

Terra Csotty

4/15/2022 10 This was officially my last week working as an
Intern for Real Producers magazine. I had my
last weekly meeting with Terra on Monday,
where we really just briefed on how the
semester went for me and what I took from it.
It was also nice to hear how I was a help to the
team. I wasn’t handed any more “final”
projects. I completed my weekly tasks for this
week and handed back all social media
accounts to Terra.

Terra Csotty

I confirm that all these hours are correct.
Terra Csotty
586-615-8749
terra.csotty@realproducersmag.com


